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SKILLS DEVELOPMENT AGILE WORKING

Reinventing the office
A new generation of employees will demand new ways of working that extend beyond the traditional office space.
Called agile working, it is opening new opportunities for individuals and procurement teams, writes Cath Thompson

“THE BUSINESS just can’t wait six months for
us to run an RFP”, reflected a chief procurement
officer at the recent Procurement Leaders
roundtable in Melbourne (see Roundtable,
p24). She was voicing a malaise felt by many
leaders whose business cycles have accelerated
in the digital century.
As consumers, we can now switch our
bank, telco and energy service providers with
a few keystrokes and these experiences are
increasingly incongruent with the pace and
formality of traditional procurement practices.
Our tendering and contracting protocols
typically
strive
to
achieve
certainty,
completeness and locked-down deliverables.
These may be unrealistic aims in a volatile
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and dynamic global economy – one in which
transport app Uber is valued at $80bn after
only six years of trading, which is roughly half
of IBM’s market cap.
The new paradigms for procurement in such
an environment are speed to market, innovation
and being customer-centric. Achieving them
almost inevitably means overhauling the way we
work. Perhaps we can achieve this adaptation
by following the lead of those who best surf
the digital wave – the software developers
themselves.
The agile software development movement
unites a number of approaches, which aim to
accelerate the delivery of business value. The
brief provides a largely non-IT specific blueprint

for any function seeking to reconfigure along
agile lines:
“We are uncovering better ways of developing
software by doing it and helping others do it.
Through this we have come to value:
n	Individuals and interactions over processes
and tools
n	
Working software over comprehensive
documentation
n	Customer collaboration over contract
negotiation
n	Responding to change over following a plan
That is, while we value the items on the right,
we value the items on the left more”
(© Agile Alliance).
Con Lappas leads IT procurement at
www.procurementleaders.com
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Australia Post and is a former technologist.
His team now runs iterative and interactive
tendering processes conforming to agile
principles. Their starting point is an outcomebased and deliberately broad specification,
which is collaboratively workshopped with
bidders over two to three iterations to add
colour and richness. At the end of the process,
bidders present their solution and pricing
proposals.
Australia Post’s investment in individuals
and interactions is considerable, since public
sector probity considerations require the team
to dive deep with a number of pre-qualified
vendors. “Our investment matches that of
the suppliers for time and resources: we face
off expert to expert, specialist to specialist”,
explains Lappas.
But the results have justified it. “Our RFP
cycle times have halved,” he says. “Outcomes
are more targeted, the vendors love the
opportunity to validate their evolving thinking
with us and we can assess working solution
demos by SMEs that will be involved in the
implementation, not PowerPoint presentations
by pre-sales teams we will never see again”.
Agile RFP processes logically flow to agile
contracts, but procurement professionals
may well be reluctant to espouse contractual
frameworks that embrace uncertainty as the
natural order. This premise is counter-intuitive
to expertise built on containing risk and
ensuring value for money through rigour, clarity
and specificity.
Worth the risk
Adherents argue that an agile approach can
actually de-risk contracts by avoiding being
locked into early assumptions that then prove
to be unsound, but hard to unwind and by
freeing the vendor from the need to price for
risk in their submission.
In an agile contracting environment, we will
not be right first time, nor will we expect to
be. Contract amendments will no longer be
construed as a failure of foresight, but as a
manifestation of maturing discussions between
internal stakeholders, the supplier and perhaps
even the customer. Alternative contracting
methodologies, such as ‘vested’, already offer
appropriate vehicles for such conversations.
Drafting skills will need updating in
order to balance loose specifications with a
comprehensive understanding of how outcomes
will be achieved, and we will become more
adept at documenting the interactions that will
support success, including work methods and
key artefacts. Since agile prioritises businessvalue outcomes, such as customer satisfaction,
over concrete deliverables, procurement teams
www.procurementleaders.com

will also need to become familiar with valuedriver trees and new ways of measuring success
in order to contract successfully. Finally,
pricing models and payment milestones will
require tailoring.
A shift to more dynamic and relationshipdriven contracting has the potential to create
new organisational opportunities and roles for
procurement functions. Agile expert Renee
Troughton from Unbound DNA can see a future
for procurement as corporate coaches.
“They will be facilitating and mediating
connections between users, other business

Agile and lean coach Chris Chan from
Object Consulting has deployed this blended
methodology to unlock productivity gains and
cycle-time improvements in legal and HR
functions, whose profile of initiative-based and
business-as-usual activity is similar to that of
procurement. Agile tools provide visibility and
prioritisation, while lean supplies ‘kanban’
work-in-progress (WIP) management and
process tuning.
Both Troughton and Chan recommend
visual management techniques aimed at
increasing visibility and focus on priorities,

“The vendors love the opportunity to validate their evolving
thinking and we can assess working solution demos by
SMEs that will be involved in the implementation”
stakeholders, and the external world of suppliers
and customers,” she predicts, suggesting this
could become a pivotal corporate capability in
dynamic or volatile environments.
Is agile relevant to the majority of
procurement teams who are not looking for
revolutionary reinvention? The answer is yes,
probably: the movement has a strong pragmatic
streak and is as adaptable as a weed.
Over time, it has synthesised elements of
other systems, including Lean, into its toolkit
and this has facilitated its introduction into the
broader organisation.

backlogged initiatives and in-flight activities as
the best investment for agile novices seeking
operational optimisation.
However, the exciting potential of agile for
procurement lies in its ability to help us “get over
the fear of the undefined”, as Chan puts it, “to
get comfortable with being uncomfortable and
to move forward with imperfect information”.
We may find that embracing uncertainty
paradoxically helps us to create an environment
in which change can be managed more
predictably. For procurement, that could turn
out to be a game changer. n

FLEXIBLE BENEFITS
In the UK, there has been a move by the
government to encourage businesses to allow
their employees to work more flexibly in terms
of working from home or, indeed, adjusting
their working hours.
This, many surveys suggest, is a big
pull for employees and renders them more
motivated and more productive. Generally
speaking, businesses have adapted well to
such changes, with many now advertising
the fact that they offer such benefits to their
employees.
At its heart
Consultancy firm AT Kearney is one such
firm: its Success with the Flex programme
allows employees to choose flexible working
or alternative career paths. They can even
take a non-consultancy role or work on
internal projects for a certain period of time.
But, if businesses are to offer this and
reap the rewards that are on offer, they need

to implement it at the heart of the business,
according to Karen Ovenden, director of IT
firm Hireserve.
Speaking to The Huffington Post, Ovenden
said: “Flexible working should be part of the
very soul of a company.”
But, she added, it is also something that
has to start at the recruitment stage and takes
into account the long-term business plan.
“I am always thinking about what the
business requirements are and might be,”
said Ovenden.
“For instance, if we hire a part-time person,
would they be able to increase their hours if
their role grows. We sit down and think about
what we are looking for in the long term.”
If procurement is to attract the next
generation, then this is exactly the kind of
thing they should be adopting and offering.
Fail to do so and those potential recruits
will once again look to the more established
functions that are moving ahead of the curve.
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